We present and analyze a simpli ed, scale-separated, anelastic uid model which is designed to assess the in uence of weak compressibility in the di usive transport of a passive scalar. Our model incorporates a slowly varying, density induced, anisotropy into a xed, rapidly varying (small scale) uid ow. This anisotropy is physically motivated through the anelastic mass balance which retains vertical density variations occurring over the atmospheric scale height ( 8 km). Consequently, these steady ows are non-solenoidal over large scales and approximately incompressible on small scales. We apply homogenization methods to calculate the large scale, e ective mixing experienced by a passive scalar di using in the presence of this small scale ow. Over large scales, the evolution of the scalar eld is governed by an e ective, variable coe cient, anelastic mixing equation. The variable coe cients entering this equation are shown to depend non-trivially upon both the large scale anisotropy as well as the structure of the small scale uid ow. We establish that anelastic e ects produce anisotropic mixing properties not shared by the analogous incompressible closure. Speci cally, the mixing equation possesses exact non-trivial bounded steady states, whereas the incompressible regime has only constant (i.e., spatially homogeneous) steady states. Furthermore, the anelastic mixing equation is shown numerically to possess local regions of trapped ( Figure 3) 
6,7) contaminants, behavior not possible in the analogous incompressible model. These results imply that anelastic e ects, which occur naturally in the atmosphere, provide mechanisms which locally reduce mixing and generate inhomogeneities in large scale concentration elds.
I. Introduction
The understanding of mixing in the atmosphere is a problem of exceptional importance and di culty. Atmospheric mixing is fundamental to: the destruction and transport of stratospheric ozone and numerous other chemical species which may directly a ect large scale climates 1?10 ; the turbulent mixing (and lack thereof) of pollution in the lower atmosphere 11?15 ; and cloud mixing in the troposphere 16?20 . The small scale features primarily responsible for mixing are simply not resolvable with modern computing capability, especially when attempting to make large-scale atmospheric predictions. Necessarily then, a sub-grid scale closure scheme is utilized to \e ectively" resolve the small scale phenomena 21;22 . Typically, due to complexities associated with the underlying turbulent velocity elds and the need for robust and general schemes, these closures are necessarily ad-hoc and phenomenological. The present paper is relevant to two practical issues: the foundation of such numerical closure approaches, and the resolution of atmospheric phenomena through improvements to the existing closure schemes. These issues are touched upon through one speci c facet of atmospheric closure modeling: assessing the role of uid compressibility in sub-grid scale closure. Sub-grid closure schemes are employed in many Global and Mesoscale Climate Models which aim to resolve large vertical scales over which the mean state (adiabatic) density pro le varies appreciably 8?10;21?23 . This e ect and its importance is recognized in the atmospheric sciences community; the accepted uid system governing the atmosphere over such large vertical scales is the anelastic system (as opposed to the incompressible NavierStokes system). The anelastic approximation incorporates a non-trivial spatial divergence constraint on the velocity eld 16;24;25 . The ensuing uid ows are non-solenoidal on large scales. An issue we address here is how the large scale, non-zero divergence of velocity may be appropriately and consistently incorporated into a sub-grid scale closure model for passive scalar transport. Our analysis focuses upon the e ective mixing induced by a simpli ed, locally incompressible, small scale uid ow whose local properties are allowed to vary slowly to satisfy the anelastic mass constraint, yielding a weakly compressible uid ow. The determination of the e ect of this weakly compressible anisotropy in the context of passive transport is the primary contribution of this paper.
A common observation is that magnitudes of turbulence are not isotropic in the atmosphere. For example, Warner 20 has measured in cumulus clouds a strong tendency for the rms vertical velocity to grow with height. Certainly, this type of anisotropy should be consistently modeled and resolved by sub-grid closure schemes. Of course, this necessarily requires identifying the source of the anisotropy. The mean state density pro le o ers one of many potential mechanisms for producing anisotropic ows, thereby strongly a ecting atmospheric mixing as we illustrate below.
The importance of density e ects in sub-grid scale closure has been recognized previously for ows greatly in uenced by buoyancy. Stable density strati cation is known to inhibit the formation of instabilities in the context of shear layers, motivating the use of the Lilly-Smagorinsky closure 21;22 which shuts o entirely the utilized eddy di usivity if the Richardson number becomes too large. This scheme has been utilized with success; however, further studies are certainly merited that seek to connect the sub-grid closure rule consistently with the full conservation laws, and that explore various phenomena associated with the given closure rules. For example, very recent work by Majda and Shefter has demonstrated the possibility for ow instability in situations where the Richardson number is arbitrarily large 26 , justifying the need to assess modi ed, or alternative closures. It is further noted that climate models have di culties in predicting transport across the tropopause when compared with soundings and satellite data (with typical di culties being the over-prediction and under-prediction of scalar mass transport) 2;5;6 . A recent study reports success in correcting this mass transport to within observational bounds by reducing the strength of the vertical advection in regions where the vertical mixing prediction is overestimated (at levels near the tropopause) 5 . These observations motivate careful studies of other transport e ects, such as the weakly compressible e ects which we consider below in the simpli ed context of passive transport.
Our studies speci cally focus upon the simpli ed context of a passive scalar di using in the presence of a simpli ed, scale-separated, weakly compresssible velocity eld. We shall deduce anisotropic transport, leading to reduced mixing, originating from large scale density variation. In spirit, our method resembles a Richardson-number dependent closure, however the new mixing phenomena we deduce are speci c to uid compressibility originating from large vertical density variation (perhaps occurring over length scales on the order of a scale height). From this model, we study mixing in the presence of weakly compressible ow, isolated from phenomena associated with height-dependent buoyancy e ects and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 21;22 . We derive a variable coe cient, homogenized e ective mixing equation giving the large-scale, long-time evolution of a passive tracer; this equation yields the consistent small scale advective mixing contribution to the large scale dynamics. This work constitutes an extension to the weakly compressible ow regime work of numerous authors who have utilized homogenization techniques to obtain e ective di usion equations for incompressible, small scale, scale separated ows 27?37 . We remark that few studies have addressed transport by weakly compressible ow until very recently 38 , and to our knowledge no studies of which we are aware address anelastic e ects on sub-grid scale closure.
Our model aims to incorporate a large scale anisotropy into the small scale ows which may be viewed as originating from variation in the mean state density pro le. The \sub-grid" scale ow is taken to be a xed ow which is periodic and incompressible on the small scale, but whose amplitude is given by a height-dependent Peclet number which varies slowly in the vertical. As such, this ow is weakly compressible with amplitude function (reciprocal density) selected to satisfy the anelastic mass constraint. Below, we demonstrate the mixing properties of this new anelastic mixing equation are considerably di erent than the incompressible analog; indeed, new phenomena are predicted, reminiscent of atmospheric observations: passive scalar trapping and focusing.
This anelastic mixing equation has variable coe cients which are given by an inner product of solutions to an associated elliptic cell problem; the coe cients depend in a non-explicit fashion upon the height-dependent Peclet number. It has been carefully documented for the case of incompressible ow that the nite Peclet scaling behavior of the e ective mixing coe cients depends non-trivially upon underlying small scale ow pa-rameters, and often possesses interesting cross-over phenomena connecting the low Peclet with the high Peclet number asymptotic limits 34;37 . Here, we show that the particular form of the large Peclet asymptotic scaling behavior in the incompressible case may imply dramatically di erent mixing properties of the large scale transport for anelastic ows. Further, we show that the presence or absence of a strong (thermal) inversion layer may dramatically reduce the local mixing properties of the large scale vertical transport. Such transition layers are known to inhibit turbulence, and in these situations we remark that the species' molecular di usion may interact with small amplitude \fossilized" turbulence leading to e ects similar to those predicted here.
We comment that these predicted transport e ects are derived consistently within the context of a mixing model whose anisotropy is introduced naturally as a height dependent Peclet number, and does not involve any additional ad-hoc approximations. Of course, the present study addresses the over-simpli ed case of a ow lacking an energy cascade, but such nonlinear e ects are expected to interact with and possibly enhance the weakly compressible phenomena resolved here. Nonetheless, we present this study as a precise illustration, albeit in a simpli ed model, of the in uence weak compressibility may play in turbulent mixing, and which therefore should be accounted for in sub-grid scale turbulence modeling.
In section II, we discuss the model for anelastic ows as well as the scalar transport equation considered in this paper. Additionally, we review the results for enhanced di usion for incompressible ows. In section III, we derive the renormalized, large scale, variable coe cient, e ective mixing equation for the case of weakly compressible ow. We demonstrate important di erences between the weakly compressible and incompressible case. Finally, in section IV, we explore the anelastic mixing equation for several interesting small scale ows. We show that the anelastic mixing equation may possess nontrivial, bounded, steady state solutions. For general species' initial conditions, the transport is di usive and through routine numerical integration of the e ective mixing equations, we establish that the large scale asymptotic scaling of the e ective mixing coe cients along with a strong inversion layer may combine to signi cantly change the e ective vertical mixing within the context of the compressible model studied here. These di erences include the observation of local trapping and focusing in the scalar concentration eld.
II: The Anelastic Mixing Model
The evolution of a passive, non-buoyant dye, or tracer spreading in the presence of a uid ow is governed by the solution of the following linear partial di erential equation , for characteristic velocity, v 0 , characteristic length scale, L, and species' molecular di usion, , dictates the relative importance of uid advection compared to di usive spreading, and denotes an order one coupling constant. The equation (1) is a linear, but non-separable parabolic equation. The combination of the variable coe cient ow eld with the tracer's molecular di usivity makes the extraction of useful information regarding scalar transport properties an extremely di cult task. This approach to passive scalar transport posits that the di usive ux is proportional to gradients of the species' volume fraction as opposed to its mass fraction. Another approach is to assume gradients in the mass fraction drive the di usive ux 39 . This amounts to a restriction on the chemical potential describing the mixture, and certainly other thermodynamic possibilities exist, such as that utilized here.
An additional, important feature of (1) is that for general compressible ow, the solution T(x; t) does not satisfy a strong maximum principle relative to its initial distribution. This is in stark contrast with the analogous equation for incompressible ow, in which the solution is always bounded from above by its initial maximum. However, solutions of (1) always maintain positivity consistent with the incompressible case, which is a necessary consistency condition. As such, the consideration of compressible ow in equation (1) may be expected to exhibit quite di erent spreading properties that are speci cally tied to the large scale density variation. Our studies below are aimed at understanding these di erent mixing properties when compressibility is introduced weakly.
The equation (1) is well studied for in the incompressible regime, and there has been much progress in the prediction of the bulk spreading rates induced by incompressible uid ows, v(x; t) 27?37 . However, there is considerably less understanding of spreading rates in the presence of compressible ow. Here, we address the problem of calculating the bulk, large-scale mixing rate of a di using passive tracer in the presence of a steady anelastic uid ow of the form:
v(x) = h( z)u(x); (2) r u(x) = 0;
where z denotes the vertical coordinate. Here, we introduce a separation of length scales in the uid ow through the small parameter . This ow possesses structure on two independent length scales, x and x, corresponding to the small and large scales, respectively. In the atmospheric context, represents the ratio of the mean length scale of the uid turbulence and the scale height of the atmosphere; in general, is regarded as the coarse graining parameter. The uid ow is selected to satisfy the weak anelastic constraint, r ( ( z)v) = 0, and as such, this ow is compressible. We will assume that the background ow, u(x), is incompressible, and periodic (with period assumed to be unity in each direction for brevity in exposition). To be consistent with mass conservation, the function h(z) is the reciprocal density, 1 . We note that such ow elds constitute only linearized solutions of the full anelastic uid system. These ows respect mass conservation, however, they will not produce bona-de non-linear solutions. It is an interesting question to study the e ects of nonlinear, anelastic corrections, both asymptotically and numerically, for these particular ows. For our purposes here, we proceed with this formulation as a model for anelastic transport.
We emphasize that the rationale for considering small-scale periodic ows is that in such a scenario we may extend rigorous averaging theories, which o er sub-grid closure coe cients in the case of constant density ow, to variable density ow without concerns regarding the validity of employing more ad-hoc K-approximates. The interested reader may consult work of Avellaneda and Majda for an interesting critique of a variety of closure approximations within the context of turbulent shear layers 40 . We remark that the homogenization methods applied here in the periodic geometry may be extended to more general random ows possessing su ciently short-ranged spatial velocity correlations (see work of Avellaneda and Majda 33 for ow conditions guaranteeing the validity of such averaging in the steady, incompressible regime). The coe cients of the ensuing closures for these more general geometries are then modi ed explicitly through ow structures and implicitly through boundary conditions and averaging de nitions. Certainly, the predictions obtained here for periodic geometries should be ultimately extended to more robust closures; however, for now we use these simpli ed ows as a vehicle to observe weakly compressible e ects.
IIa: Review of the Incompressible Case
There is a well-established method, homogenized averaging, which may be immediately applied given this separation of length scales to consistently calculate the e ective contribution of the small scale ow features to the large scale dynamics 27;33;41 . It is well known for the case of incompressible periodic ow that the ensuing large scale, long time dynamics are always di usive 41;33;34 . We summarize here the output from application of this averaging method for the incompressible case. In section III, we derive the more general dynamics for the weakly compressible case.
The renormalized, large scale, long time dynamics given by (1) for the incompressible case (with h identically unity) is well approximated by the following e ective di usion equation 27;29;33?36 :
Here, the enhanced di usivity tensor , contains all uid ow properties, and is obtained from the formula, i;j = ( i;j + hr i r j i) ; where h i denotes the mean over periodic functions (assumed with this particular nondimensionalization to have unit period) and the auxiliary functions, i (x), are the unique, mean-zero, periodic solutions of the elliptic equation
The constant mean wind is V, the underlying mean-zero uid component is v, and the index, i, ranges from 1 to d, the spatial dimension. Observe that for periodic small scale advection in free space (away from walls), the periodic boundary conditions applied to the cell problem are the proper conditions guaranteeing a rigorous theory. For more general random ows possessing short ranged spatial correlations, the cell problem must be solved in all of R d , and averages taken over random ensembles as opposed to spatial averages over the period cell 33 . For full details regarding the derivation of this theory in the weakly compressible context, please see the following section.
Recall the Peclet number is the ratio of the two mechanisms for transport, uid advection and molecular di usivity; a fundamental issue is the scaling behavior of transport properties with respect to the single distinguished parameter, Pe . This theory, though rigorous, does not immediately, nor explicitly, reveal the Pe -dependence of the enhanced advective/di usive transport: all uid ow properties are hidden in the solutions i ; i = 1; ::; d to the elliptic equations (6), the so-called \cell problem", which then determine the transport coe cients, . Certain features regarding the Peclet scaling in the e ective coe cients have been determined. Avellaneda and Majda 33 have developed a theory for rigorous bounds for the enhanced di usivity tensor. The simplest of these bounds applied to periodic ows guarantees that for any unit vector,ẽ, a i;jẽ ẽ CPe 2 for some constant, C, which is independent of the Peclet number. As such, the maximum possible scaling behavior for such ow geometry is Pe 2 . Additionally, it has been demonstrated that the connection between the asymptotic limits of small and large Peclet number may be quite complicated and sensitively dependent upon sub-grid ow parameters 34;37 . Below in section IV, we begin to explore the implications of thesenite Peclet e ects for the interesting anelastic cases involving a height-dependent Peclet number.
III: Homogenized Anelastic Mixing
We now apply the method of homogenized averaging to the case involving the anelastic ows given by (2) with a non-constant reciprocal density h. This derivation will lead to an e ective scalar mixing equation, with notably di erent properties than the constant coe cient analog in (5) . We rst summarize the results of the averaging and then proceed with the derivation.
Assume that the initial data in the scalar eld varies only on the large scales:
Tj t=0 = T 0 ( x);
Upon a parabolic rescaling of the space-time coordinates,
x ! x t !
Anelastic Mixing Equation
We now look ahead to the anelastic mixing equation derived below and in the Appendix:
Here, the e ective anelastic heat tensor is given by i;j = (sym) i;j + (skew) i;j ; (10) where the symmetric part of the heat tensor is (sym) i;j = h(z) hr i r j i ; (11) and the skew symmetric piece is given by 
We have presented the skew symmetric tensor in 2 spatial dimensions (d = 2, one vertical, and one horizontal) and remark that the framework o ered here generalizes to arbitrary spatial dimension. Additionally, we assume that the sub-ow, u, has zero mean when averaged over the period cell. We remark that the incorporation of a mean wind into this theory is a natural next step, and potentially signi cant; previous work for incompressible ows yields surprising and dramatic e ects in the large scale e ective mixing coe cients 34;37 . The brackets, h i, appearing in equations (11) and (12) denote the average of a given quantity over one period of the small-scale uid ow, and the auxiliary functions, j , are solutions to the associated cell problem (the anelastic analog of (6)):
The natural boundary conditions for this equation are mean zero and periodic. The fast variables y = x are assumed to be independent of the slow variables, x. As such the slow variable, z, appearing in (14) represents simply a parameter.
We remark that the presence of the anisotropic piece of the e ective mixing tensor is expected in that it re ects the asymmetry introduced in the uid ow through the reciprocal density, h. This contributes to an interesting horizontal drift in addition to the vertical transport phenomena of primary focus for this paper. Horizontal drifts arising from sub-scale averaging have been formulated into turbulent di usion models for transport of Stratospheric tracers previously by Holton 10 , and we emphasize that similar e ects are deduced here as a consequence of weak compressibility. We will explore issues regarding the e ect of these lateral transport coe cients in future work, here specializing to cases with tracer initial pro les not possessing any horizontal structure; consequently, the asymmetric mixing terms will not be considered further in this study.
It is important to recognize that the anelastic uid e ect, imposed through the reciprocal density h(z), is constant in the equation in (14) , and as such may be thought of as a height-dependent Peclet number. From this observation, anelastic e ects in this context may be tabulated by solving the cell problem in (14) for di erent values of this parameter. Determining the nature of this di usive transport must involve the numerical solution of the cell problem given in (14) for di erent values of the slowly varying vertical height, z. This numerical tabulation will lead to a variable coe cient heat equation with heat tensor, i;j (z), which may be studied through computational simulation.
In the previous section, we mentioned that the Peclet scaling of i;j at nite Peclet number for incompressible ows could be quite complicated. Now we observe that the variable density in this theory necessitates the consideration of a wide range of e ective Peclet numbers,
, each Peclet number representing a di erent value of the density at a di erent height. The fact that the Peclet number dependence is complicated, coupled with the situation in which the anelastic transport samples over a range of Pe, strongly suggests that the role which variable density plays may be highly non-trivial. Nonetheless, it is a relatively simple matter to numerically process these e ective non-constant coe cient heat tensors, and to subsequently assess the issue of large scale transport. Below in section IV, we document several di erences which arise from the large Peclet asymptotic form of the coe cients.
We now derive this equation using a multiple scale asymptotic expansion. These calculations follow the standard approach taken in homogenized averaging 41 . Proceeding, we assume independent variables, x; y = x , and assume that the scalar eld, T, admits the following perturbation expansion: T = T(x; y; t) + T 1 (x; y; t) + 2 T 2 (x; y; t) + (15) Observe that, by the chain rule, r x ! r x + 1 r y : 
T: (18) The rst equation in (16) is solved by assuming that the leading order pro le is independent of the fast scales, T(x; y; t) = T(x; t):
The second equation in (17) is solved through separation of variables:
where the functions j (y; z) satisfy the following periodic boundary value problem: The natural boundary conditions for this equation are mean zero and periodic. Finally, we consider the equation in (18) . By applying solvability (the Fredholm alternative), we will obtain the large scale evolution of the function, T(x; t). The key in this step is that the driver on the right hand side of the equation in (18) must be orthogonal to all functions in the null space of the adjoint operator to L (1) . It may be shown that this null space is comprised of constants 35;41 . Consequently, we must have that
After considerable algebraic calculations, the equation in (21) is precisely the e ective anelastic mixing equation brought forward in (9) . The details of this algebra may be found in the appendix.
IV. Anelastic Mixing Properties
Here, we address some very interesting di erences between the e ective mixing properties of incompressible ow and anelastic ow. Our focus is on qualitative and quantitative di erences in the large scale vertical mixing properties of the e ective di usion equation in (5) and the anelastic mixing equation in (9) . This focus is achieved by specializing to passive scalar initial data depending only upon the vertical, T 0 (x) = T 0 (z). (As noted earlier, this data suppresses additional e ects from a coupling of the anisotropic part of the e ective mixing tensor (12) ). For this data (T 0 (x) = T 0 (z)), the vertical mixing will be controlled by 2;2 . We move now to speci c predictions, consisting of two examples that demonstrate striking anelastic-induced phenomena. We have also suppressed the e ects of a mean wind in the small scale ow.
The anelastic mixing equation has large scale variable coe cients possessing spatial structure which introduces an intermediate length scale. When viewed over global scales within the averaged dynamics, this intermediate length scale may be viewed as an additional local scale. In the broadest context, we have three scales: the smallest scale of the sub-grid scale uid ow (which has been e ectively removed through averaging), the intermediate scale on which the closure coe cients vary, and the largest scale set by the global spatial domain. We are interested in assessing how local, intermediate scale structure in the coe cients may a ect scalar transport properties both on the intermediate scale, as well as on the global scale.
Example 1. Anelastic vs. incompressible transport by a vertical shear layer
As a rst demonstration of a striking di erence from the anelastic e ects, we assume that the small scale ow is a vertical shear layer: (23) x = t (x; z); (24) where the function, f, is a periodic function (with unit period). Due to the simple form of the streamlines, the cell problems are exactly solvable in this case 34 . The result is important as it gives an exact case to explore height-dependent Peclet number e ects. In this case, the explicit, e ective vertical mixing coe cient is 2;2 (z) = Ah(z) (25) 
This equation admits an intriguing, bounded steady-state solution:
for an arbitrary constant, C.
We contrast this steady state solution with that of the e ective di usion equation (5) for purely incompressible ows, for which the only bounded steady states are constant, i.e., spatially homogeneous. The existence of a spatially structured steady state, if in the stable basin of attraction, implies a limit on mixing. Understanding the signi cance of these new bound states is not a simple issue. Reasonable boundary conditions may require the introduction of boundary layer cut-o functions in the sub-grid closure to guarantee consistency. To avoid these complications in the numerical discussions below, we utilize the closure derived in section III using Dirichlet boundary conditions, and terminate all simulations before any appreciable mass reaches the boundaries. In this sense, our theory (and numerics) addresses the long time scalar spreading rates in free space, and cannot be utilized to determine the direct relevance of these steady state pro les.
We remark that for this case involving a small scale shear ow, the equation (27) is exactly solvable (for more general sub-scale ows, this is not the case) and may be analyzed in detail 42 . The analysis for the case involving a linear amplitude function yields the following interesting interpretation: for general initial data which decays su ciently fast for large z, the evolution will be di usive. However, for data which decays very slowly (relative to (z)), the evolution may produce growing modes. Of course, this prediction is specialized to linear, unbounded amplitude functions, whereas over the range of scales of interest in atmospheric mixing, the amplitude function should surely be bounded. Despite the crudeness of the example, this special behavior suggests further study.
Example 2. Comparison of anelastic versus incompressible mixing for a simple density pro le
Here, we consider numerically the structure of solutions of the anelastic mixing equation (9) as compared with the incompressible case (5) for two distinct cases involving a sub-scale shear layer and a sub-scale cellular ow. For the case of a linear reciprocal density function, we will see qualitative similarity between these two cases.
Recall the coe cients, i;j , are given in terms of an inner product of solutions of the cell problem (14) . It is well known that the structure of the small scale uid ow is very important in determining the large Peclet number asymptotic scaling in these e ective mixing coe cients 28?34;36;37 . We have just seen that a shear layer leads to Pe 2 scaling. Cellular ows (given by streamfunction, (x; z) = sin(x)sin(z)), give the di erent scaling of p Pe at large Peclet number 28;29;34;36 . In general, the solution to the cell problem in (14) requires numerical tabulation involving an independent solve at each frozen coe cient, z. However, if the coe cients, i;j obtained from the incompressible cell problem in (6) (with h(z) identically 1) admit Peclet scaling behavior, (with h(z) identically 1), we then immediately may deduce the functional dependence of the e ective mixing coe cients, i;j , upon the function h(z). This is clear from inspection of the cell problem in (14) 
A natural question to consider is how are these di erent asymptotic scaling rates known from incompressible studies manifest in global and local decay rates for the anelastic case? To address this question, we numerically simulate the following partial di erential equation:
Since this is a one space, one time calculation, we utilize a standard rst order explicit divided di erence scheme and utilize a su ciently small time step to avoid numerical instability. Of course, additional spatial dimensions would require a more sophisticated algorithm. We assume vanishing Dirichlet boundary conditions at the end points, and do not run any simulation long enough for boundary e ects to in uence the dynamic decay. We study the output for anelastic cases with 2;2 (z) selected as in (29) and (25) for a variety of amplitude functions, h(z). We compare these simulations with those of the e ective di usion equation (5) with incompressible mixing tensor . We initialize all simulations unless otherwise noted with a narrow Gaussian pro le centered at the middle of the computational domain, and we will be primarily interested in the relative decay rate of the peak of the concentration, and in shape changes in the distribution.
The precise form of the initial data we study is:
Tj t=0 (z) = 3:1623e ?
We have tight bounds for the incompressible case: the decay rates for the general e ective di usion equation in (5) are bounded between decay rates set by the minimum and maximum Peclet numbers. These two extremes o er a very interesting comparison to the anelastic case. We are interested in comparing the structural behavior of anelastic solutions as well as global and local decay rates with these two bounds for a range of Peclet numbers set by the reciprocal density function, h(z). As such, we set the Peclet number to unity, and examine the relative e ect of a height dependent Peclet number, Pe h(z) = h(z), which varies according to the reciprocal density. Intuitively, it might be expected that the general decay rate of the anelastic mixing equation should be bounded by these two extreme cases. Interestingly, we establish below that this intuition is violated locally in space where transient focusing may occur, whereas the intuition regarding the global decay rate is correct. The large Peclet asymptotic scaling law is shown to play an important role in selecting the global decay rate relative to the bounds set by the incompressible theory.
Unless otherwise noted, we use the following domain and grid parameters for all calculations below: We take the computational domain to be the interval (0; 30) and run all simulations to the time, t = 1. We use 1200 spatial grid points, and we use 20000 time steps. Increased resolution did not noticeably change the resolved output. The molecular di usion coe cient is set to unity.
In Figure 1 , the scalar spatial distribution is depicted for the case of the sub-scale shear ow with e ective mixing coe cient given in (25) . We take a linear amplitude , and as such, the two bounds from the incompressible theory are 2;2 = 2 and 2;2 = 10. For the latter case (with large di usion coe cient), we increase the number of timesteps up to 10 5 to insure convergence. Observe: the peak concentration for the anelastic case is nicely sandwiched between the intuitive bounds set from the incompressible theory; and, in the anelastic case, the peak concentration location has moved slightly to the left, and the pro le has spread slightly more to the right, correctly re ecting the asymmetry in the coe cients 22 (z) and h(z).
These e ects will become much more pronounced with the incorporation of a nonlinear amplitude function, i.e., local structure in the density pro le. Before that comparison, in Figure 2 we examine the scaling law given in (29) for a cellular ow with the same linear amplitude function just considered. Here, the e ective enhanced di usion coe cients are for minimum and maximum Peclet number, respectively 2;2 = 2, and 2;2 = 1 + Example 3. Mixing e ects due to shape changes in the reciprocal density pro le
We next x the background small-scale ow to be cellular, and vary the reciprocal density pro le. In particular, we demonstrate that a nonlinear amplitude function may in fact lead to slower and di erent local decay in the anelastic case than the slowest possible decay in the incompressible theory. Figure 3 depicts the same output as in Figure 2 except we omit the curve corresponding to the maximum Peclet number and we now consider a nonlinear amplitude function: h(z) = 2 + tanh (z ? 15); (31) with = 4 here. This reciprocal density pro le models a transition layer separating small amplitude from larger amplitude \turbulent" states. Such a pro le might be taken to be a cartoon for the density transition occurring near the top of a strong thermal inversion in which there may be very weak, but non-negligible turbulence in the heavy lower airmass, and stronger turbulence in the lighter air mass. Observe: the anelastic pro le decays in the vicinity of the transition layer at a slower rate than the slowest decay set by the incompressible theory; and, the structure of the pro le is considerably di erent, and skewed.
Certainly, the peak concentration for the anelastic case is larger at this instance in time than the analogous peak for the incompressible case. This example serves to de nitively illustrate how anelastic ow e ects in passive advective di usive transport may lead to slower, and asymmetric, local phenomena in the resolved large scale decay. We refer to this type of behavior as local trapping to emphasize the slower transient decay occurring in the vicinity of the transition layer. We note that the concentration eld in this case is always bounded from above by the maximum of the initial scalar distribution (see discussion below regarding Figure 5 ). This is to be distinguished from the focusing phenomena documented below in Figures 6 and 7 for which this maximum principle does not hold.
Note to printer: please place Figure 3 near this place in the text.
We remark that the global decay rate falls nicely within the bounds set by the incompressible theory. We demonstrate this by considering the time history of the second, centered spatial moment, < Z . Figure 4 documents this centered second moment for the density pro le utilized in Figure 3 applied to the cellular sub-scale ow, and lower bound from the incompressible theory corresponding to the minimum Peclet number. We additionally process this statistic for the sub-scale shear ow considered in Figure 1 with this transition layer density pro le. The curves are nearly straight lines, indicative of di usive scaling. The top curve is the output of the shear layer, the middle curve is the cellular ow, and the bottom corresponds to the pure heat decay. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate four important e ects:
variable density e ects in the anelastic case can lead to higher peak concentrations than allowable by incompressible ow; the global spreading rates in the anelastic system are within bounds set by the incompressible theory; the particular form of the large Peclet asymptotic scaling behavior (Pe 2 for shear, Pe 1 2 for cellular) is crucial in determining the rate (slope) of spread within the bounds set by the incompressible theory; and, a decrease in the large Peclet scaling exponents leads to a decrease in the global, large scale spreading rates.
Of course, this global statistic misses through averaging the interesting transient trapping occurring near the transition layer for which transient decay is slower than allowable by incompressible theory. To document this e ect, we consider the temporal evolution of the peak (maximum) concentration as a local measure of scalar spreading. Figure 5 documents the time history of this local statistic applied to the cellular ow and lower bound from the incompressible theory corresponding to the minimum Peclet number. Observe, that at short times, the peak concentration in the anelastic case decays at a signi cantly slower rate than the slowest possible peak decay rate set by the incompressible theory and indicates local trapping of the scalar concentration eld, as evident from the higher peak concentration in Figure 3 . On longer timescales, the decay in peak concentration for both cases is comparable; however, the spatial structure in the anelastic case possesses rich spatial structure involving regions of high scalar concentration even on these longer timescales. Certainly, this suggests that anelastic e ects may allow for considerably di erent transient phenomena, especially regarding local regions of e ectively trapped contaminants. We o er the possibility that this may have direct relevance to the dispersion of contaminants in stably strati ed ow, especially near the layer boundary; similar e ects to these may also be responsible for the appearance of thin, cloud-like pollution layers which often have their peak concentrations somewhere within the capping inversion layer which tops the boundary layer 12;13 . Understanding if there is a distinguished altitude where this pollution tends to sit within the capped layer would be quite interesting, and certainly these studies o er the capability for there to be large-scale, local trapping produced by a sub-grid scale \turbulence" model. Finally, in Figure 6 , we repeat the previous calculation presented in Figure 3 with a broader step function initial pro le (also shown in this gure) to demonstrate the robustness of these relative local rates of decay. In the previous case, we studied an amplitude function which involved a narrow transition layer, and initial data which was tightly concentrated within the layer. Here, we consider initial data which is not tightly con ned to this layer. Clearly, the output shows a situation in which the strong maximum principle is violated as there is some transient focusing of the initial data, followed by subsequent decay. We emphasize that this is not a contradiction as the original form of the passive scalar was not guaranteed to possess a maximum principle relative to initial data. Moreover, in Figure 7 , we document the subsequent evolution at t = 2 to demonstrate that while the system lacks a strong maximum principle with respect to initial data, there is decay over time. We refer to this behavior as focusing to indicate that the peak concentration over some range of time actually exceeds the initial scalar peak concentration (as opposed to the trapping behavior documented in Figure 3 for which the peak concentration was bounded from above by initial peak concentration for all time). Lastly, in Figure 8 we present the time evolution of the peak scalar concentrations, as in Figure 5 , which documents the temporal transient focusing occurring within the anelastic theory. Comparison with Figure 5 indicates that the width of the initial distribution in uences the transient timescale on which the scalar distribution experiences local trapping and focusing.
We conclude this section by remarking that while the global decay rates as measured by second spatial moments respect bounds set by incompressible theory within this anelastic model, this study presents evidence for local scalar trapping and focusing occurring on large scales (relative to the sub-scale, averaged uid ow), followed by subsequent decay. The typical decaying state is often distinguished by local regions of highly concentrated contaminants, a feature not shared by incompressible closures. This local behavior has been derived as a purely anelastic e ect and presents a speci c mechanism which may ultimately help to further understand the origin of regions of trapped contaminants occurring in the presence of atmospheric inversions. 
V. Conclusion
We have presented an anelastic mixing model to incorporate e ects of weak compressibility arising through non-constant density pro les varying slowly in the vertical. From this simpli ed model, we may accurately calculate e ective mixing properties originating from small (sub-grid) scale uid advection. This averaging method leads to a variablecoe cient, e ective anelastic mixing equation, shown to possess interesting, bounded steady state pro les. Further, through numerical simulation and comparison with the incompressible, constant density e ective di usion equation, we have established that the presence of anelastic e ects may lead to substantially di erent large scale mixing pro les including slower local decay rates, and local regions of trapped and focused contaminants.
The statistics considered here involve only second moments of the scalar eld, and naturally future studies should consider higher order statistics as well as gradient statistics to provide a more complete description. Additionally, we emphasize monotonically increasing amplitude functions in this work; certainly, non-monotone functions may produce substantially di erent mixing, although stability issues come into play.
Such anelastic e ects should certainly be examined for more robust sub-grid scale turbulent ows possessing energetic cascades and time dependence. The studies presented here motivate future work in these directions which may have important implications as regards improved closures for use in Global Climate Models as well as improved understanding for trapping mechanisms occurring in numerous atmospheric situations. Certainly, the ideas presented here cannot be immediately used to correctly parametrize synoptic scale mixing events occurring in the troposphere, but they may have more immediate application in helping to understand mixing in stably strati ed ow. Of course, the introduction of time-variation into these models is quite important as the steady ows considered here involve vertical ows, and while strong updrafts are frequent atmospheric occurrences, they will admit strong time variation. Additionally, assessing the role of chemistry in a ecting sub-grid scale closure is an area of great importance and e ort. We direct the reader to work demonstrating subtle e ects arising in turbulent combustion as an indication of complexities arising from these coupled physical e ects 43?45 .
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VII. Appendix: Calculation of the e ective mixing terms
In this appendix, we present the detailed calculation which shows that the equation given in (21) is in fact the same equation as the anelastic mixing equation given in equation (9) . To this end, we observe that the left hand side of equation (21) The second term in the average involving the gradient r y will vanish identically due to periodic boundary conditions on the auxiliary elds, j . Inserting the formula for the function T 1 into the brackets, and using the cell problem given in equation (14) The derivation will be complete once we show that the remaining term in I is identical with the representation given in (12) . To this end, we must guarantee that 
